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Ribtrax Smooth PRO modular flooring tile

Ribtrax® Smooth Pro is an innovative new addition to our most popular 
tile style and features the appeal of a smooth and even surface. From 
garages, pools, patios, to athletic courts, special event floors and
more, it has never been easier to transform your space with a Swisstrax 
flooring solution.

Recommended Uses:

Perfect for outdoor events!

Comfortable to walk on!

Customizable options!

Safe! Slip-resistant when wet. 
Keep your booth area and feet 
dry when it rains.

Gentle vertical flex provides 
forgiveness on lower backs, 
knees, and joints.

Customize the floor with your 
company’s brand colors and 
logos.

For ordering and questions, contact Recreational Group Event Surfaces at 762-685-4404 or visit rgventsurfaces.com

learn more at RGeventsurfaces.com
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Construction
15.75” x 15.75” x .75” (1.3lbs). 
Open profile, ribbed design with 
1/4” built in, self-draining
channeling system

Superior Strength 3/4” height profile features a 
compressive strength of >250psi.

Slip Resistant
Perforations allow for moisture 
and debris to flow beneath for a 
safe surface.

UV Protected
UV Stabilizer mixed into the
material as well as the color
pigments, making them highly 
fade resistant.

Do It Yourself Average isntallation is 500 sq.ft. 
per person per hour.

Silent Step No click-clack or excessive noise.

Chemical Resistant
Resistant to oil, gas, acid or
solvents including Skydrol and 
Alkalis.

Cold/ Heat Resistant Temperature Tolerances: -22 °F to 
+ 248 °F.

100% Recyclable 100% sustainable.



Ribtrax Smooth PRO modular flooring tile

Channeling System .25 inch

Cable Routing Upgrade available

Profile Open .115 inch perforations

Cleaning Yard blower, pressure hose, wet / dry vac or mop

Materials 100% UV stabalized virgin polypropylene

For ordering and questions, contact Recreational Group Event Surfaces at 762-685-4404 or visit rgeventsurfaces.com
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Additional Facts:

Available Colors:

Pegged Edge Looped Edge Corner

Racing Red

Jet Black Slate Gray Pearl Silver

Royal Blue

Arctic White Chocolate BrownMocha Java

Tropical OrangeCitrus Yellow

Flooring Accessories:


